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commodities, especially those exported bydevelopin,
countries", in order to "stimulate a dynamic and
steady growth and ensure reasonable Ipredictability
in the real export earnings of developing countries".

S. Let me therefore emphasize that the oil-pro
ducing countries have a right to charge a reasonable
price for their product. This, in fact, applies to all
countries that produce raw materials. The real prob
lem is how much the industrialized countries, which
are in urgent need of these commodities, can be
reasonably expected to pay for them. This raises the
next question of what can be regarded as a reasonable
profit, followed in turn by another ufgent question:
Can we really tolerate a situation where Soads that
are of vital importance both to the producing and to
the consuming countries are subject to the whims of
speculation?
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I. The PRESIDENT (interpretation from French):
On behalf of the General Assembly, it is my honour to
welcome to the United Nations His Excellency
Mr. Bruno Kreisky, Federal Chancellor of the Re- 6. Many useful proposals have been put forward to
public ofAustria. I invite him toaddress theAssembly. prevent this, but ultimately it is the United Nations
2. Mr. KRE1SKY (Federal Chancellor of the Re- and its specialized bodies that the world looks to for
public of Austria): First and foremost, Mr. President, an answer to this problem. The experience of a life-
may I say how pleased I am, after nine years, to have time has tauaht me not to harbour illusions. I know
once more thehonour toaddress theGeneral Assembly that awareness of a problem and the necessity to
of the United Nations. I am deliahted to have been handle it is in itself no guarantee for successful solu-
aiven this opportunity under' the presidency of the tion. Nevertheless, I can very well imaaine that here,
Minister for Foreian Affairs of the People's Demo- at the United Nations, a set of ideas of such clarity
craneRepublic ofAlaeria. This reminds me ofthe times andforce miaht emerse that they would command the
when so much was beina done here in the United moral authority necessary to exert aenuine influence
Nations to help the Alaerian people in its struaa1e for throughout the world. After all, many ideas and de-
full freedom and independence. People in my country mands had, initially, no more than moral appeal,
have always followed the aspirations of the Alaerian such as, for example, the riaht to better waaes, the
nation with deep sympathy and understandina-an call for an eight-hour workina day, and many others
attitude which Austria has more than once demon'> whose attainment has transformed the State into the
strated in the United Nations. institution of aeneral welfare it is today.

3. I had some doubts as to the propriety of inter- 7. As for the much-debated question of the levels
ruptina the important work of the General Assembly, to which prices of raw materials, and more specifi..
with its very full aaenda, by my address. But two con- cally the price of oil, can possibly rise, the answer
siderations prompted me to overcome my reluctance: seems to be quite simple. If an extended economic
first, the sianificance of this unique world institution, depression were to amict the industrialized countriel,
which makes it the duty of every head of Government there would be a sharp deellne in the demand for
to take time out to present his views here; secondly, eneray caused bya fallinl-off in the demand forlood••
the fact that certain questions in which I have been Thes, despite the determination of the oil-producina
interested for many years are particularly topical at countries to cut production, the demand foroil would
the present time. in the end be lower s~iIl. It is therefore in the oil-pro-
4. Over the last year or so, the eneray problem has ducin, countries' own interest to help in findin'lOlu-
assumed arowina importance, and there are unceasina tions that would prevent an economic world cri.i•.
debates over the price of oil. As far as the basic prob- There can be no crisis or lonl..term depression in any
lem is concerned, I should like to stlte here apin part of the world without repercussions on (Ither re..
what hasbeen my view for years. Fora very lonl time, lions. It 'seems to be a sound idea for the industrial
the terms of trade have been very unfavourable to the nations of Western and Central Europe to join with
oil"producin. countries in the Middle East, as indeed the countries of North America and JapItl to work
to all raw material producers, a fact riahtly criticized out a common enel1Y policy, on the understandi""
at the very first United Nations Conference on Trade however, that this .hould never relult in a .tratelY
and Development,' which called for uc)b.jective, inter- deVised apin't the oil.producin. countrie., but only
national commodity arran.ements" to "secure remu- pave the way forc()·operation between these countries
nerative, equitable And stable prices for primary and the oil-producin. nation•.
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8. The international energy programme as envisaged
within theframework oftheOrganization forEconomic
Co-operation and Development [DEeD] would, in our
opinion, present precisely the kind of organization to
promote co-operation among the oil-consuming coun..
tries. However, as far as we are concerned, this is
only the first step towards a wider co-operation be..
tween these countries and the oil producers and, in a
third phase, between these two groups of States
and the other developing countries. All this should
be done, in my opinion, within the next few months
-I repeat, within the next few months. Austria will
support such efforts after having carefully studied
the various questions involved. Our support-and
1 should like to stress this once more-is based on
three prerequisites.
9. First, we have come to the conclusion that these
efforts should not in any way constitute an attempt to
devise an economic strategy directed against others.
10. Secondly, wemust beassured that theagency will
lead to an increase in the type of co-operation 1 have
mentioned before.
11. Thirdly, we are only prepared to accept such
oblisations as are in conformity with the permanent
neutrality enshrined in our Constitution.
12. There is another problem in this context that
will require attennon in the near future. Recently, a
process of differentiation between developing coun
tries has appeared, partly due to the movements of
raw material prices. The term "fourth world" has
been coined. The countries of this "fourth world"
find themselves in a state of extreme individual and
national poverty, and ursent steps are necessary to
help them. I openly admit that neither has my country
provided all the assistance we feel morally obliged
to render. This failure has been larsely due to the rise
in our enersy bill. According to estimates, we shall
have to pay over 8,500 million Austrian schillinge
more for energy imports in 1974 than we paid in 1973.
We should be aJad and happy to allocate part of this
sum to development assistance, as we have done in
previous years. I may recall here the Austrian loans

. to the World Bank in 1973 and 1974, each one of the
order of 500 million Austrian schillings as a be
ainnina.
13. I believe, however, that new perspectives have
emerpd. Since producers of raw materials seem to be
willina to relieve the diffICUlties of the countries that
lack them, the most rational way out of the impasse
would be a joint effort by these producer countries
and the developed industrial nations. Arranaements
could be worked out under which a raw-material..
producin. countryandan industrialized country would
jointly finance supplies of the industrial nation's pro..
duct. to a "fourth world" country. Suchaction would
ItronaJy stimulate development in the industrial field.
Theque.tion is whether arran.ements of this kind
are fealible on a trilateral basis only: that is to .ay,
a raw-material-producin. countryandan industrialized
countryjoinin. to.ether to help a developina country
lackin, such resources. We believe that multilateral
solutions may also be envisqed. The Shah of Iran has
recently informed meofhi. views on thesubject,which
I feel are hiJfllY relevant. He advocate. a poolina of
the economic resources of the world. Accordinaly,
nation. would be divided into three &roup,: indu,·

trialized and trading countries: raw..material-producing
countries that have already achieved good balance
of..payments positions; and the developing countries.
14. In Europe discussions are now in progress on an
appropriate date for convening a security conference
at the highest level, and the question being asked,
quite frankly, is what, if any, substantial significance
sucha conference could have. Preparations have been
going on for months, and the topics that suggest them..
selves are, on the one hand, the paramount questions
of security and, on the other, those relating to intra
European co-operation in trade and industry, trans..
port and environmental protection. It can certainly
be said that these are urgent, even vital, questions.
But another problem that could be included in the
agenda for serious discussion at the highest level is
the question of Europe's readiness to undertake
commitments to the "fourth world". The conference
could thus lay down certain basic principles and
adopt recommendations of major significance.
IS. Let me turn now to Austria's neutrality. We feel
entitled to stress it in any international context not
only because the policy we have pursued in the past
has brought world-wide recognition of our concept
of neutrality but also because the obtlgations towards
the United Nations and its objectives that we have
shouldered are of a kind for which Austria as a neutral
country considers itself to be particularly qualified.
I miaht mention here that Austrian military personnel
are takina part in United Nations peace..keepina
operations in Cyprus, in Sinai and on the Golan
Heiahts. In participating in these operations we are
fully aware of the consequences which the implemen
tation of these tasks may have: in Cyprus and on the
Golan Heishts members of the Austrian contingents
have lost their lives.
16. Since the Austrian State Treaty was concluded
in 1955 and the country's full freedom and sovereignty
was re-establtshed, Vienna, the capital of Austria,
has frequently been a meeting..place for the Member
States of the United Nations.
17• M~or international orpnizations-and these
include non-governmental orpnizations as well-have
established theirheadquarters at Vienna. TheAustrian
Federal Government and the City of Vienna are
'undertakina considerable efforts to create optimal
oraanizational and technical conditions for these in
stitutions. A complex of large buildings is at present
underconstruction 'on thebanks of theDanube to serve
these orpnizations. The Austrian Government, the
City of Vienna and the Austrian people are thereby
makina a m~or financial contribution. This,as happen"
in democratic countries, occasionally becomes the
subject of domestic political debate.
18. The Federal Government deems this project to
be of particular importance for many reasons. Not
the lealt of them is the conviction that AUltria's neu
trality and the etrorts referred to above constitute a
si.ni(teant contribution to stability in Central Europe
-and this is the subject ofour current proposal inone
of the Main Committees (If this Assembly.
19. May I alk you to HC the$C questions not only
from a purely technical p<Jint nf view but alto in thi'
euential perspective: that United Nations activitie.
are carried out in a part ut Europe that was, dunn,
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the first decades of thiscentury, a focus of very heavy
European conflicts andworld-wide wars. This,without
any ei,(aggeration, would be definitely precluded by
the strengthening of United Nations institutions in
the heartof Europe. An international climate of under
standing and our own efforts haveenabled us to create
a Statecharacterized t-yinternal political andeconomic
stability, prosperity a,: J social peace.
20. These efforts could be recognized through a de
cision of this Organization. I think I need not empha
size that for our part we would interpret such a deci
sion as yet anotheract of recognition ofour permanent
neutrality.
21. Anotherdimension ofAustria'sneutrality, related
to the country's geographical location, is the fulfil
ment of a humanitarian task of a special nature. Hun
dreds of thousands of people from all parts of the
world have found asylum in Austria or have moved
through Austria to other countries.
22. Austria remains committed to this humanitarian
role. In continuing to perform this task we should
welcome other States adoptins a similar approach.
23. After surveying the foregoing questions, in all
of which Austria is particularly interested, let me say
a few words about another issue on which you will
haveto spenda grea~ dealof time andeffort in the next
few days.
24. I am not in a position to offer any ready..made
solution of the Middle East problem. But, whatever
may be discussed here in this cominS debate, the most
important 80al must be to achieve a military stand..
still in a reglon with which Europe has had close ties
for many centuries. I am sure the debate here in the
United Nations will provide strons support to all those
who are working for a policy whose first aim is to
defuse the military confrontation. It isnotonly a matter
of preventing a local military conflict-althoup that
is important enough in itself-but also one of doins
our utmost to avoid such conflicts developing into
confrontations involving other continents. The Pres..
ident of the United States and Secretary..General
Brezhnev of the Communist Partyof the Soviet Union
are trying to hring about world..wide detente, but
the measure of detente at present achieved in Europe
would be lost if the policy of military standstill in the
Middle East were to fail.
25. I come now to Austria's attitude to the Middle
East conflict. When the Prime Minister of the Syrian
Arab Republic, Mr. AI Ayoubl, visited Vienna. I saidin
an after-dinner speech:

"Much as we desire aood relatioms, I cannot let
this occasion pass without emph.sizina explicitly
that we can envisqe such relations only if they are
not to be maintained at the expense of our aood
relationI with other countries. Let me make this
clear. Austria has the same lood relations with the
countries of the Arab world al it has with llrael.
This ia so for many realOns-considerationa of
principle as well as specific motives. Thou.ands
of people born in Au.tria have found a new home
there; hundreds of thoulands had no choice but
to JO there in order to escape persecution. And,
fastly, a modem community has arown up there.
Not to acknowled.e this would be contrary to our
idea of civilizatj()n."

26. As regards the question of the Palestine Libera
tion Organization, Austria decided to vote in favour of
the relevant resolution because, as the Austrian rep
resentative stated, Austria takes the view that the
intricate problem of brinainl peace to the Middle
East cannot be solved without taking account of the
legitimate aspirations of the Palestinian people. This is
why the Austrian Government reprds a debateon the
Palestine question as useful. The comina debate mipt
mark a tumina-point leadina to the adoption of peace
ful means rather than violence to solve the serious
problems confrontins us.

27. To be sure, the fact that a movement employs
terrorist methods seriously detracts from its credibility
and ethical motivations. To many of us these methods
are profoundly repulsive; many would not consider
them justified in any circumstances. We therefore
find it difficult to separate a movement's aims from
the means it usesto pursuethem. And yet thehistory of
the last 50 years has shown that there are movements
that resort to harsh and brutal methods in their strus
ale to assert themselves and yet whose leaden sub
sequently, after an acceptable compromise has been
achieved, acquire considerable moral stature. We
should therefore not pass judsement on a movement
before it has had a chance to prove its moral and polit..
ical responsibility. So I wish to appeal to all partici
pants in the comina debate never to foraet in the
acrimony of their controversies that what is at stake
on both sides is the fate of human beinas whose real
wish is to live in peace. I urae this upon all part~es
concerned.

28. My words may be in vain, yet I press this call as
one of a acneration that has lived through many catas
trophes and witnessed immense human sufferins in
the last SO years. I make this appeal to the Assembly
as a person deeply committed to a political philosophy
that advocates social justice within each nation and
peace amona all nations. And I address these words
to youas a citizen of a country in the centreof Europe
whose people have lived throup the horror of two
world wars and, over the last decades, have learned
to appreciate the blcSlinal and advantqes of peace
and prosperity. We know from our own experience
what war destroys and peace makes flourish. As we
realize this, we also recoanize that the hi.toric relion
of the Middle East, which is both part and birth"place
of areat cultures and civilizations, has the potential of
becomina a zone of peace marked by a social order
which will contribute areatly to the well"beina of itl
many people in the comin, decades. Given the frank
ness of our: dilCussions, let me a.k you once .,ain to
consider these questions al intimately linked with the
over-all world"wide proceas of diftntt.

29. I would not wi.h to conclude without reiteratin.
how .tronaly Au.tria feels committed to the principle.
of the United Nation•• We know that the United Na"
tions, despite much criticilm. lerve. the peaceotthe
world not least by providin. a forum for political
confrontation. Many problems that appeared intrac·
table when tint brouaht before the United Nations
have found a peacefUl IOlution. Even when luch a
solution wa. arrived at outside the United Nation••
nobody can 'Iy for lure how much the debates and
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related diplomatic efforts in this forum have con
tributed thereto.

30. Let me therefore conclude by expressina &pin
how areatly I am honoured by the privileae of ad·
dressina the Oeneral Assembly.

31. The PRESIDENT (interpretation J'rtm' French):
On behalf of the Oeneral Assembly, I should like to

thank the Federal Chancellor of Austria, His Bxcel
lency Mr. Bruno Kreisky, for his important address.

The meeting rose at /2.45 p.m,
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